
 

 
 

 
Long Beach Community Acupuncture 
Providing affordable acupuncture everyday.  

 

1703 Termino Avenue, Suite 104, Long Beach, CA 90804 | 562-477-5045 |infolongbeachca@gmail.com 
www.longbeachcommunityacupuncture.com  

Welcome to Long Beach Community Acupuncture! 

We are glad you are here and delighted to share the benefits of regular acupuncture with you. We are a proud 

member of the People’s Organization of Community Acupuncture (POCA) and are the first clinic of this kind in 

Long Beach. POCA is a multi-stakeholder cooperative whose mission is to make acupuncture more affordable to 

as many people as possible, while promoting a sustainable business model that works for patients and 

practitioners. 

Collectively, POCA clinics gave over 1 million treatments last year. Our clinics can do this because we treat in a 

common area, allowing more people to experience acupuncture at one time, and because we use a sliding 

scale fee, $20-$50, making it more affordable for people to get the amount of treatments they need to get 

better. Acupuncture works best when used frequently and it need not be expensive to be effective! 
 

Acupuncture is a Process 

Very rarely will a single treatment resolve a problem, especially if someone has suffered with it for a while. We 

set our fees low, so that patients can actually follow through with a prescribed treatment plan. It is not 

uncommon to have multiple treatments a week, especially in the beginning of working on a health concern. 

Your acupuncturist will suggest a course of treatment based on the intensity and duration of your condition 

and will evaluate your progress with each visit. 

One of the greatest gifts of regular treatment is enhanced self-awareness. You will learn more about your body 

and how to manage your symptoms and maintain your health with frequent visits to our clinic. 
 

The Community Setting 

Patients are treated in comfortable recliners in our peaceful common room. We believe group settings yield 

many benefits: more people have access to acupuncture in a given hour, friends and family can come in 

together, and people can retain their needles for a minimum of thirty minutes or up to an hour. Most learn 

after a few treatments when they feel “done.” This can take anywhere from twenty minutes to an hour. 

The treatment room is meant to remain a quiet space for you and others to rest, even sleep. This atmosphere 

exists through our patients relaxing together. We appreciate everyone’s presence and value this collective 

stillness—a rare thing in our rushed and isolating society. Maintaining this reservoir of calm requires very little 

talking in the clinic space—including us. If you would like to speak to your acupuncturist one-on-one at great 

length, please let us know. We can arrange for time in the office. 

Our Commitment to You 

We want our community to be welcoming to everyone. We want you to learn how acupuncture can work best 

for you in a safe environment with skilled, experienced practitioners. We will always be available to listen to 

any advice or feedback you may have about LBCA. Please enjoy the space and time to rest! 


